


A diorama of the Norwegian team’s underground base reveals that they built their sleds 
beneath the snow and then hoisted them up, completely loaded.

Stereoviews reveal the explorers themselves  
at the Pole.

HIGHLIGHTSOVERVIEW

Experience one of the most stirring tales 
in exploration. In 1911—1912, two 
South Pole-bound explorers, Norwegian 
Roald Amundsen and Captain Robert 
Falcon Scott of the British Royal Navy, 
led teams on 1,800-mile journeys from 
the edge of the Ross Ice Shelf to the 
Pole and back, through harrowing 
conditions against a ticking clock. Who 
would reach the pole first? And would 
either make it home? Race to the End 
of the Earth brings history to life through 
amazing artifacts and engaging 
interactive exhibi ts  and explores 
how these dangerous journeys paved 
the way for modern-day polar research 
ranging from geology to oceanography 
to astrophysics.

•  Character cards that let visitors 
follow a particular explorer’s 
experience and ultimate fate

•  Artifacts such as clothing and 
sledging equipment worn and  
used by each team, including 
Amundsen’s own skis and coat

• Touchable reindeer fur

•  Interactive exhibits demonstrating 
the challenges faced by the 
teams, such as using compasses  
in Antarctica and the effect of 
different ice textures on sled runners

•  Virtual diaries through which 
visitors can see photos, drawings,  
and diary entries of the teams

•  Amundsen’s binoculars, which he 
used on the expedition, becoming 
the first human to see the South 
Pole

•  Psychological tests to see if 
visitors have what it takes to stay  
at the South Pole

•  A modern polar explorer’s  
outfit including parka, balaclava, 
and boots



Miniature dioramas of key events illustrate the race; here, the British team packs sleds.

Amundsen’s binoculars, which he used to become  
the first human to set eyes on the Pole.

A life-sized replica of Amundsen’s tent brings  
visitors to the South Pole.

Penguins greet visitors as they enter an icy landscape.

A prefabricated igloo from the U.S. Antarctic program 
shows how scientists do field work in Antarctica today.

PRESS quOTES

“ Engrossing.”  
– The New York Times

“ Has appeal for adults and kids alike.”  
– Newsweek

“Compelling.”  
– Time Out New York Kids

“ Delves into this storied event to bring visitors  
as close as possible to this historic event and  
the people involved.”  
– Wired Science

“ Big summer blockbuster.”  
– New York Observer

“ Chronicles the epic journey which captivated  
the world one hundred years ago – and still 
resonates today.”  
– New York MetroMix

“ Shows off what the AMNH does best.”  
– Christian Science Monitor
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1. InTROduCTIOn
Visitors enter an immersive soundscape 
simulating the icy, windswept landscape 
of Antarctica. A film entitled Race to the 
End of the Earth briefly introduces the 
two leaders, their goals, and their crews, 
leaving visitors with the question,  
“Who will reach the South Pole first?”

2. FIRST GLImPSES
Fascinating objects such as a copy of 
Captain James Cook’s A Voyage Towards 
the South Pole, a pocket globe depicting 
Cook’s voyages, and paintings depicting  
Sir James Clark Ross’s ships in stormy 
Antarctic seas examine the exploration 
of the Antarctic region prior to the 20th 
century. This section also includes an 
interactive map that visitors can use to learn 
about the continent and its early visitors.

3. THE RaCE BEGInS
This section brings visitors closer to the 
two crews, highlighting the personal 
histories of their leaders and explaining 
how each found themselves on the edge 
of Antarctica. Artifacts featured in this 
section include Scott’s and Amundsen’s 
pocket watches, a replica of a scenic 
painting by Scott’s crewmember Dr. Edward 
Wilson, Scott’s crewmember Apsley 
Cherry-Garrard’s camera, and Fram 
crewmember Helmer Hanssen’s violin.

4. TWO TEamS, OnE GOaL
Both teams spent a full winter living  
under brutal conditions, waiting for spring. 
Life-sized re-creations of Scott’s hut  
at Cape Evans and Amundsen’s 
underground workrooms reveal each 
team’s life on the ice–what the men  
ate and wore, what they did in their spare 
time, and how they prepared for the 
coming land journey. A diorama of 
emperor penguins in the sunless  
Antarctic winter illustrates the “worst 
journey in the world,” which nearly killed 
members of Scott’s team when they 
searched for penguin eggs for scientific 
study.

5. TO THE POLE
At the first sign of spring, the two teams 
were off. Visitors follow each team’s 
progress, and their setbacks. Miniature 
dioramas reveal key events along the way, 
while a display of a day’s worth of food 
shows just how little the British team was 
trying to survive on. A re-creation of the 
tent and flag left by the Norwegians 
greets visitors, just as they greeted the 
disappointed British.

6. BaCk FROm THE POLE
Amundsen’s team made it back ahead  
of schedule. Scott was not so lucky. A 
miniature diorama of Scott’s team 
discovering that their supply depot’s  
oil has evaporated highlights the peril  
in which the team found themselves. The 
entire sledging team perished, their bodies 
not to be found until the following year. 
Replicas of objects found in Scott’s last 
camp brings home the tragedy. A timeline 
and video show the aftermath of the race 
and how it affected the world as well as 
the survivors.

7. anTaRCTICa TOday
The race was just the beginning. Visitors 
have a chance to take a look at the 
continent now, where scientists study  
a land full of fossils and an ocean full  
of life. A full-scale model of a leopard  
seal, stunning underwater wildlife 
footage, and casts of fossils found in 
Antarctica reveal some of the biological 
diversity of the frozen continent. Compare 
the huts and clothing of the first explorers 
to modern day U.S. Antarctic Program 
garments and a prefabricated igloo that 
can be transported by helicopter. Visitors 
can explore a dynamic, multi-user 
interactive map of modern Antarctica 
that includes weather systems and ocean 
currents.



Visitors take a psychological test to see how they 
would fare Antarctic explores.

Paintings and manuscripts reveal humanity’s first glimpses of this mysterious continent.

Flags and personal artifacts introduce the teams as the race begins.
A fossil collected from Antarctica reveals that the climate 
was once very different from today.

Roald Amundsen, on skis.
A life-size diorama of Scott’s study from the British camp was  
re-created from photographs, down to the very books on the walls.
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Size: 7,000 sq ft

Race to the End of the Earth is organized by the American Museum of Natural History, 
New York (www.amnh.org), in collaboration with Musée des Confluences, Lyon, France, 
and Royal BC Museum, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. 

Photo credits: Penguin diorama, exhibition entrance, prefabricated igloo, fossil © AMNH/D. 
Finnin. Scott, Amundsen © AMNH Library. All others © AMNH/R. Mickens.

The objects in this brochure represent the exhibition’s content at AMNH and may not 
appear at all venues.

FOR mORE InFORmaTIOn

To learn more about this and 

other exhibitions available from 

the American Museum of 

Natural History, please email 

travelingprograms@amnh.org

or visit our website at 

amnh.org/traveling


